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Op en in g  Th e  Th or ac i c  -  Ly in g  m ar c h  2017

Scan body:  Find points of contact with floor - back of rib cage, upper and middle back, 
shoulder blades.  Compare R and L sides. 

1. On back.  Soles of feet together.  Bring O knee in air.  Take that knee on top with opp. 
hand and slowly move it L&R.  How can you assist yourself with other foot on the 
floor?  By increasing the pressure?  As you do it, think of the width of the chest - 
widening.  Can you reduce the effort in the foot, leg, chest, throat? 

2. Stand the other foot and continue the movement.  The standing knee can move inward 
and out.  Allow breathing to be easy.  Each time you roll R&L think of the chest 
getting softer.  Sense the spine. 

3. Now drop the standing leg to its original position on the floor.  How can you make it 
easier.   

REST    Feel contact with the floor. 

4. O.P.  Hold the O knee with the opposite hand.   
 a. As you roll the knee L&R, roll the eyes and head as well.  Soften the chest.  

Visualize it widening.  
 b. Now head and eyes opposite the pelvis and knee. 
 c. Now eyes opposite head/pelvis/knee 
 d. Eyes with knee, head opposite 
 e. Now, roll everything together 

TRANSFER 

5. Reverse.  Other hand - other knee.  What is happening in the chest?   Repeat #1-4. 
REST 

6. OP.  Same side as knee-in-air hand overhead on the floor.  Make an easy fist.  Other 
hand holds below knee.  Continue the movement.  Knee center to outside to center.  As 
you roll to the outside, think of the overhead arm getting longer.  Do you inhale or 
exhale?  Think of the chest widening.  How does contact with the floor change?  Is 
that whole side getting longer?  Think of looking at the outstretched arm and fist.  
Then open your eyes and gently do it.  What happens?  Nose follows knee in inside 
move REST TRANSFER 

7. Reverse 
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8. a. Same as #6.   
 b. Hold the bent leg fixed on the floor.  Reduce the effort in the chest.  Let go in the 

stomach.  Where is the  movement concentrated now? 
 c. Now let the other knee move R&L to floor.  Movement clearer, easier? REST 

TRANSFER 

9. Reverse  REST 

10. Same as #6.  The bent leg on the floor now straightens out.  Look at the overhead 
hand.  Elongate that side.  Extend the heel of the outstretched leg out as you roll 
toward that side and let the opposite side soften.  Elongate diagonal from fist to heel. 
TRANSFER 

11. Reverse  REST 

12. BK.  Both arms overhead. 
 a. O foot in the air.  Roll outside and center.  Try 2 ways of doing this:   
  i. the other knee tilts with it or 
  ii. the other knee stays pointed up to the ceiling.  Which way allows more 

elongation?  Think the arm is longer.  That side elongates.  Look at the hand.  
Spine lengthens.  Chest widens.  More efficient because use stable foot & raising 
hip to produce elongation. 

 b. Do the same on the other side.  Try it with the fist open, then closed.  What’s the 
difference? 

13. Now alternate R&L, both arms overhead.  What do you do with the knees?   
 a. Try it with both knees tilting. 
 b. One knee can raise and then come down but the other knee tilts.   
 c. Same as (b) but keep the other knee pointed to the ceiling (most elongation). 

14. OP.  Opposite hand takes O knee.  Other arm points toward ceiling, light fist.   Move 
knee R&L.  As you roll outward, rotate palm outward - away from yourself.  Arm 
doesn’t tilt - stays straight up to ceiling.  What’s happening in the shoulder joint?  
[Biomechanics of martial arts punch.  TRANSFER 

15. Reverse  REST 

16. BK  Stretch both arms overhead.  Float both knees over your chest. Let them roll left 
and right. Find a way to roll up to sitting on one side. 

 a.    First roll completely to one side, knees bent one on top of the other.  Allow 
your ceiling arm to come to a push-up position on the floor in front of your chest. 
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           b.    Then move your ceiling leg, bent as it is without straightening it at all, 

backward. Use the power of your ceiling hip to push your 
ceiling leg backward. Let that movement drag you in a spiral up to sitting. 
Help as little as you need to with your push-up hand. Keep your head very low 
until the last minute when you come to fully sitting up. Your ceiling leg should be, 
by then, bent lying on the floor behind your forward bent leg on the floor. Sit up 
fully in extension. Hands on your thighs.  Put your hands back on the floor to the 
side, lower your head and reverse back down onto your side, softly, lowering 
your head first. Explore this many times until it is the power of your ceiling leg 
and hip pushing backward that spirals you up to sit and very little from your hands 
pushing on the floor. They just get dragged.  DEMO.  LOTS OF HANDS ON!  
(optional-look at each person.) 

           c.      Repeat to other side. 
           d.      Roll to one side. Come to sit up completely. Then roll back down that side, roll 

onto your back and roll up to sit on the other side. allowing your hands to trace a 
semicircle on the floor above your head as you roll across your back.  Alternate.  
Playfully!  Easily!  Like a kid! A little faster if you wish.    (optional-go around room)   

REST    PL  Scan back of rib cage and upper middle back and shoulder blades on floor. 

Stand.  Walk. 
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